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Introduction
Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) is one of the most common chronic 

diseases in childhood, which is caused by destruction of insulin-
producing pancreatic beta cells. Its incidence increases 3-5% annually 
and doubles every 20 years [1,2]. On one hand, acute and chronic 
complications of T1D seriously affect the quality of life and even life 
span of patients. On the other hand, prognosis can greatly be improved 
when the disease prediction and closely monitoring are applied, 
leading to earlier diagnosis and treatment [3]. Islet Autoantibodies 
(IAbs), as most reliable biomarkers at present for islet autoimmunity, 
precede clinical T1D by years and play an essential role in prediction 
and clinical diagnosis of T1D [4,5].

Radio-Binding Assay (RBA) is currently ‘gold’ standard 
method for measurement of IAbs while great efforts from multiple 
laboratories have being applied trying to improve the method of 
IAb assay with different technology such as ELISA, LIPS assay, 
PCR-based ADAP, ECL, etc. [6-9]. The sensitivity and specificity are 
two most important indicators to evaluate the assay. In traditional 
concept, assay specificity is referenced as a direct measure for disease 
specificity. Conventional antibody workshops determine truly present 
or absent of antibodies in the samples while often ignore the qualities 
or categories of antibodies like binding affinity, IgG subclasses, 
etc. and the later could be very important for disease pathogenesis 
and disease prediction. Assay specificity of antibody measurement 
is commonly defined as the ability of an assay to score a positive 
result when the serum sample contains an antibody that can bind 
and/or neutralize the target molecule. Disease specificity, in terms 
of pre-clinical disease screening, refers to truly disease predictive 
values of antibodies detected in the assay. Recently, low- or non-
disease relevant autoantibodies are especially paid attention for IAbs 
detected in screening of non-diabetic populations. These positive 
signals were detected by the assay with a high assay specificity, but in 
terms of clinical disease, they have an extremely low predictive value. 
Thus, an IAb assay with a high assay specificity is not necessary to 
represent a high disease specificity and it will depend on the quality of 
autoantibodies detected.

Study from three prospective cohort studies performed in 
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Colorado (DAISY), Finland (DIPP) and Germany (BABYDIAB9 
and BABYDIET) followed children from the birth in either relatives 
of T1D patients or general population with T1D-susceptible HLA 
genotypes [10].  Children with seroconversion of multiple IAbs by 
RBA were revealed 80% of risk of progression to clinical T1D in 15 
years. The incidence rates of T1D development in all three studies 
were shown remarkably linear increase with years of follow-up and 
almost all children positive for multiple IAbs are believed eventually 
to progress to clinical T1D with time. In contrast, children with 
single IAb had an extremely low predictive value, only 14.5% in 15-
year follow-up. Similar observations were also found in multiple 
national and international clinical trials like TrialNet Type-1 and The 
Environmental Determinants of Diabetes in the Young (TEDDY) 
studies. The methodologies of RBA performed in these laboratories 
that served in these clinical studies were reported to have the high 
assay specificities, usually with 98 to 99% [11]. The positive signals 
of single IAb generated under such a high assay specificity but with 
extremely low predictive value have created a lot of confusions in 
past a few decades. People started to question for these low risk IAbs 
detected in screening and to investigate the underlying mechanisms 
of these low predictive signals, especially observed in single IAb 
positivity.

At initial screening either in first degree relatives of patients with 
T1D or in general population, most of IAb positivity detected are 
those isolated as a single IAb, usually single GADA or single IAA and 
less often to see the cases with single ZnT8A or single IA-2A. Unlike 
the positivity of multiple IAbs that were usually persistent during 
disease progression until the time of overt clinical onset, majority of 
single IAb were found disappeared during the follow-up with years, 
even months, behaving as ‘transient positivity’, and people with these 
single ‘IAb’ were never progressed to the disease. With the current 
standard RBA, single IAb unfortunately represented majority of IAb 
positivity in non-diabetic population screening and it has drawn a 
lot of attention and paid great efforts for the follow-up studies on 
these large proportion with single IAb positivity in clinical trials. 
Previous studies have found that the IAbs with low affinity are at low 
risk with less or non-disease relevance and this is consistent and well 
documented from multiple clinical studies [12-18]. These low-affinity 
IAbs detected by RBA, no doubt, are truly positive biochemically and 
the positive signals can completely be absorbed with native antigen 
molecules. Routine procedure of RBA is not able to distinguish 
between high and low affinity autoantibodies unless absorption assay 
is performed, which is much costed with both labor and reagents. 
We have developed and extensively validated a nonradioactive IAb 
assay using ECL detection in recent years and high affinity antibody 
detection is its great advantage [9]. It can discriminate high-affinity 
autoantibodies from low-affinity autoantibodies and remove the 
positivity from low affinity signals generated by RBA. Prediction of 
disease risk for each IAb by ECL assay has greatly been improved 
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[19] while without decreasing the sensitivity for detection of high-
risk cases with multiple IAbs or truly pre-T1D who were followed 
to clinical disease. In DAISY, over 50% of the children, whose single 
IAb was confirmed by ECL (n=83), progressed to T1D in 10 years. 
In contrast, none of the 65 children, who were single IAb positive by 
RBA but negative by ECL, progressed to diabetes (unpublished data). 
In an ancillary study of TrialNet, overall positive predictive values of 
both GADA and IAA for clinical T1D were significantly increased 
over 50%, compared with RBA, from 15.7% to 23.8% (p<0.0001) and 
21.4% to 32.3% (P<0.0001), respectively [19]. In this same cohort, 
the negative predictive values (reflex of the assay sensitivity) of 
ECL assay for both GADA and IAA were also shown significantly 
increased. In another ancillary study of TrialNet [20], subjects who 
were positive for a single IAb by RBA but negative by ECL showed 
no worsening of glycemia, similar to subjects negative for all IAbs, 
during a median follow-up of 4.7 years. In contrast, glycemia were 
worsened significantly in the subjects with single IAb confirmed by 
ECL, comparably with the worsening in subjects with multiple IAbs; 
the latter group had a higher progression to T1D (30%). The ECL 
assay can substantially refine the selection of single IAb positive 
individuals potentially for participation in T1D prevention trials. 
Unlike childhood, T1D who were often seen multiple IAbs at disease 
onset, large proportion of adult-onset patients with T1D were featured 
single positivity of GADA while the disease specificity and clinical 
value of GADA by current standard RBA remains questionable. 
GADA using N-terminus truncated GAD65 in RBA was reported 
to improve the disease specificity by removing low-affinity signals 
from antibodies binding to N-terminus [21,22]. In our recent study 
of two adult-onset T1D cohorts, Action LADA and Diabetes in 
Young Adults (DiYA) study, near 40% of single GADA positivity 
by RBA were shown negative by ECL assay with low affinity and 
their clinical phenotypes were more similar to T2D (Diabetologia, 
in press). High-affinity ECL assay showed a greater clinical utility in 
screening adult-onset diabetes, by allowing for more accurate clinical 
diagnosis to the benefit of clinical care. General population screening 
in children has recently being initiated in Europe and USA [23,24]. In 
an ongoing Autoimmunity Screening for Kids (ASK) study of general 
population children screening in Colorado of USA, as high as 80% 
of single IAb positivity generated by RBA were found ECL negative 
with low-affinity (unpublished data). High affinity IAbs confirmed by 
ECL assay at their very first initial positive visit will stay high affinity, 
consistent over time [25]. Similarly, those who were negative by ECL 
and showed low affinity at initial screening will stay low over time. No 
converting events from low to high or high to low affinity were seen 
over time. These results implicated that high disease specific IAbs 
are capable to be pre-identified on the early stage of initial screening 
using a high affinity assay.

To improve the performance of immunoassays measuring 
IAbs and to harmonize the results between laboratories, the Islet 
Autoantibody Standardization Program (IASP, previous DASP) put 
a great effort and has been successfully making a great progress to 
organize international IAb workshop [11,26] for interlaboratory 
comparison studies every 18 months in which blinded T1D patient 
and control serum samples were distributed to each participating 
laboratory and tested for IAbs. IASP is so far the only official, 
laboratories voluntarily participating and internationally accepted 
workshop for IAbs supported by the Immunology and Diabetes 

Society (IDS) and NIH/NIDDK. Centralized collection and analysis 
of the results by the IASP Committee provide participants with an 
unbiased comparison of assay performance whereas assay sensitivity 
and assay specificity are accessed. All samples recruited in IASP 
workshop are unexceptionally limited to cases of T1D and controls 
of normal from which only diagnostic values of IAbs for clinical 
patient’s vs healthy people can be estimated, while the predictive 
values of IAbs detected in non-diabetic population are not able to 
be evaluated. To search for more disease specific assays superior to 
current standard RBA, an IAb workshop using the samples from non-
diabetic subjects in comparison of T1D predictive values of IAbs will 
be highly expected.

Conclusion
In conclusion, islet autoimmunity precedes clinical T1D by years 

and IAbs play an essential role in prediction and diagnosis of T1D. 
The current ‘gold’ standard RBA, with its high assay sensitivity and 
specificity, has met a great challenge with disease specificity for the 
risk prediction in non-diabetic population screening. Majority of 
single IAb detected by RBA, which represent a large proportion of 
IAb positivity in screening, were found of low affinity with low disease 
risk and it resulted in overall low predictive value. A high-affinity IAb 
assay like ECL assay is needed to discriminate highly disease specific 
IAbs with high-affinity from those low-affinity with low-risk signals. 
This will greatly improve the disease prediction of IAbs detected, 
especially in people with single IAb.
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